PARELLI NATURAL HORSE.MAN.SHIP
Clinic Application

With 3 Star Instructor Fawn Anderson
RIDER

Name:

Clinic Fee (GST included) $
Address:
City:

Spectator Tickets $
Province:

Event(circle): Lv1 Adv.Lv1

Lv1/2

Postal Code:
Lv2

Adv.Lv2 Other

Date of Clinic:__/___/07__________________________
Phone:
I am signing up as:

Email:
PARTICIPANT / SPECTATOR (circle one)

Stabling: ____days @ $___/day $
Total $
Amount Enclosed $
SPECTATORS
____ Spectator Tickets @ $____ / day: $_______
____ Spectator Tickets @$____/half-day:$_______

Spectator tickets are to be paid in full.

RIDERS ONLY:
PAYMENT POLICY
A minimum of 20% deposit or payment in full is required to secure
bookings. *Balance is due one month prior to the event date
or you may lose spot and deposit. Deposits are non
refundable. Cancel 30 days before the course date and you
may roll over your fee to a future course. *Early Bird Discount
available if deposit is received a minimum of 2 months
prior to event date and balance paid one month in advance

~Please review and initial each of the following Parelli Event Rider Guidelines, sign at the bottom and return with your payment and
signed Release Form.
1.______ I have officially achieved Level ___ in the Parelli Savvy System.
2.______ A Rider at a PNH Event should use a horse they can safely walk, trot (Level 1) and canter (Level 2) on unless they are signed up
for a ground only clinic. Please do not bring an unstarted horse or a horse that has not been ridden in a long time. If you are not
comfortable or the instructor decides that you are not safe to proceed at any time, you will be asked to remove your horse and audit that
portion of the event. No refund will be given. Stallions are not permitted. Individual situations vary, so please pass on any special
requests to the Parelli Event Host for consultation with the Instructor.
3.______ We suggest that those under the age of 15 to watch rather than to ride. Approval from the Instructor can be obtained through the
Parelli Event Host, particularly if the youth has been an active student of PNH, or has achieved Level 1.
4._______ You may not change riders or horses during the Parelli Event. If a rider or horse becomes unable to complete the Parelli Event,
another person may not step in, and likewise, a different horse may not be used for the remainder of the Parelli Event. This is to ensure the
safety and learning quality of the remaining participants in the event. No refund will be given, as the Parelli Event Host cannot be
responsible for unforeseen problems.
5. ______ Parelli events above Intro Level 1 have prerequisites for Riders and their Horses to participate. If, in the Instructors
professional opinion, the horse and rider do NOT meet these prerequisites, they may be dismissed from the Event without refund.
To help avoid this, please contact the Parelli Event Host if you are uncertain of the prerequisites. These situations can result in
issues of safety and impaired learning for class participants, which will be avoided whenever possible and foreseeable by the
Instructor.

I have read, understood, and agree to participate within the above guidelines. If under 21, the parent or
guardian must read and sign the above, indicating his/her acceptance.
Signed: _______________________________________ Date: ______________________
(Signature of Parent/Guardian if minor)
Witness: ______________________________________ Date: ______________________

